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Sny thnt the grttph 0 is partition&! if there c&t intogem a L 2, o 2 2, truck that (V(G)j 5 
(10 + 1 and far ~qry u E V(O) there oxiat pcrttitiens af V(O)\ u inte stable seta of she a rend 
into clique.s of &o a, An immedicrtq mn8equonce of Lsvrlsz’ ehtuxu%erktMsn ef perfect grRph# 
is thrrt every minimttl impt&cxt graph B is pttrtitisntrbk with a = a(G) tmd c.~ - U(B), 
RtdhCr)a hn# shown thut in every minimu impcufect Btlrph 0 the eliquea tend atable trsta of 
mnximum &BZ srrt/Nfy TV R&M ef conditiano thrrt rofloet cxtttmrdinury #ymmetry in C, Among 
thesr! ccmditienn ttre: ths number of cliques sf tlize W(B) i# qxaetly jV(8)1; the number of Nttrble 
WctN sf nirre a(B) in @~ttetly IV(O)J: every vorton ef G is eenttdnsd in sxiretly N3) eliqu@s of 
NiZC o(G 1 und cuco 1 ntakle MAN of Risk? ar(G 1: foop everv eliqut? 0 @3$Wtivelv. Nt~ble FEt S, ef 
mnnimum nire there in II turiqug atttbk a@t S (eliqus 8, of mtudmum Hize gueh thet f3 f? 8 = 0. 
lat C-F, drnqte the graph whone vertices WI be enumfxated &I c! ,, , , . , u,, in aueh a wey that 
v, und I-), are adjucent in C3 if und only if I and j difkr by et mrrRt k, module II, Chvltel has 
Nhown that Retg& Sttcrna Bxfect Clnph Csniecture in equivclent o the eonjseture thrrt if 41 in 
minimal imperfect with cu(Q) = QI and cdt0 I= u), then CI haN a ~p~-~ina, Nubgraph issmsrphie to 
< 30 I WI8 ’ I ’ 
Padkerg’~ conditiana are &iciently rentrictive ta RugRest the po~~ikh~*y of entahliRhinp the 
Strong Perfect Ciraph Conjecture by proving that any graph G satisfying theHe canditianR muNt 
contain u Bpanning sukpaph isomarphf:! to C:“, f Ir where cu(0)~o art4 &3= (6, It in #hcJwn 
here, using only elementary linear algebra, that all partitionable graphn natisfy Padbw$s 
conditions, ilk well a@ additional praperite~ of the same spirit, Then exampIeR are provided of 
partitianablc plraphR which contain no Rpanning a&graph isomorphic to C:,,, ! , , whore a (G b = a 
4tnd ut G ) i= w, 
A graph G is called pe@ct if every induced subgraph H of G has chromatic 
number x(N) equal to o(H), the clique nlrmber of H (the size of a largest clique 
in H). The notion of perfection is due to Berge (see [1,2,3]) who offered two 
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conjectures concerning perfeet graphsa Lovk [l l] proved the weaker of the two 
conjectures: 
Thus C3 is perfect if and only if for every induced subgraph H of 6 the stabill?y 
nurnBcr cu(H), the size: of a largest a&able act (or antidiqwe), is equal to 
minimum number of cliques whose union covers PI, 
Let n(G) denote the number of vertices in graph Ck One of LAW&Z’ [ 121 proofs 
of Theorem 1 established the following stronger esult, 
However, the stronger of Berge’s conjectures remains unsettled. 
Conjectwe 1 [ 11. (The Stiyong Perfect Graph Conjecture.) G is perfect if and only 
if in G and G every odd cycle of length at least five has a chord. 
Chordless odd cycles of length at least five have been termed odd holes and 
their complements odd antitloles. Obviously, any graph that has an odd hole or an 
odd antihole is not perfect. The converse has been established only for special 
classes of graphs [2, 13,16, 17,18, 19,21,22,23]. 
An imperfect graph G is called minimal imperfect if it ha: no imperfect proper 
induced subgraph. It is evident that every minimal imperfect graph G has the 
following properties. 
G is connected; (l.la) 
a(G)22 and o(G)a2; (l.lb) 
4 G) = 2 if and only if G is an odd hole (l.lc) 
,dnd ac (G) = 2 if and only if G is an odd antihole; 
G is minimal imperfect. (l.ld) 
It is easy to dedu :e from Lovasz’ characterization of perfect graphs (Theorem 2 
abov4 that every minimal imperfect G must have the additional properties 
il=CkW+l ( 1.2a) 
for every vertex 2) of G there is a partition of V\U into 
cliques of size w and a partition of V ‘, 1~ into stabie sets of size (1.2b) 
Qc, 
=ac(G), o =6)(G), n = n(G), and V=- V(G), the vertex set of G. 
Further properties of minimal imperfect graphs have been determined by 
[ 143, Say that a clique (respectively, a stable set) of size k is a k-clique 
(k-stable set), Padb rg has shown that if G is minimal imperfect, hen 
kos etdy n o=cliques, every vertex of G is in exactly 6) 
Cl@l and the n x n incidence matrix of o-cliques with (183) 
vertices of C.3 is nonsingular, 
Ry ( 1. ld) the analogokla property for stable sets of a minimal imperfect graph also 
holds. 
at a graph G with n vertices i  partitiona& if there exist integers ty 3 2 
such that G satisfies (1.2). Clearly, G is partitionable if and only if d is 
partitionable, The comments above indicate that every minimal imperfect graph is 
partitionable. In fact, it is easy to see that a graph is minimal partitionable if and 
only if it is minimal imperfect. In the next section we show that every partitiona- 
ble graph satisfies (1.3). The proof uses only elementary linear algebra. 
Related results of Padberg [ 151 and some new results of the same spirit are also 
derived from (1.2); these results further emphasize the rigid symmetries of 
partitionable graphs and, therefore, of miniimal imperfect graphs. Among the new 
results is one related to adjacency in polyhedra associated with minimal imperfect 
graphs. The algebraic nature of the derivations is in the spirit of the previous work 
of Fulkerson [7,8,9] and Padberg [14,151 on perfect graphs. The simplicity of 
the derivation of (1.3) from (1.2) and the additional generality that it affords 
may further elucidate Padberg’s interesting results. 
Chvatal [S] denotes by C”, the graph whose vertices can be enumerated as 
u1. l l l 9 u, so that Vi is adjacent o vi if and only if the indices i and i differ by at 
most k modulo n. (Properties of the complements of graphs of the form Cf: are 
studied in [20].) Clearly, for I 2 2 Ci,, 1 is an odd hole and CL& is an odd 
antihole. Chvatal [S] proves that Conjecture 1 is equivalent to 
Conjecture 2. [S]. If G is minimal Imperfect with ar(G) = (Y and o(G) = 0, then G 
has a spanning subgraph isomorphic to CzL-! 1 l
In light of the apparently stringent symmetries embodied in (1.3), one might 
hope to prove Conjecture 2 and, therefore, Conjecture 1, by showing that any 
graph G on cyo + 1 vertices, where (Y = a(G), o = w(G), such that G and G satisfy 
( 1.3), has a spanning subgraph isomorphic to Cz::, . In Section 3 we give two 
counterexamples, graphs which are partitionable (and hence satisfy 1.3), but 
which have no spanning subgraph isomorphic to C~(J: ,, where CR = (Y(G), CO = 
dG). 
2. Properties of partitionable graphs 
Wc will now proceed to derive Padberg’s property (1.3) from (1.2). The 
derivation may lend some insight into what additional structure associated with 
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minima? imperfection must be invoked along with (1.3) in order to establish 
Conjecture 1. 
For the remainder of this section it is assumed that G is a partitionable graph 
with V(G) = V and that (Y ~3 2 and o a 2 are integers uch that {G, CX, o} satisfies 
(1.2). 
Cl* 1. a(G)=a and o(G)=o. 
Pmof. From ( 1.2) it is clear that (Y(G) i-‘, cy and o(G) & o. Suppose that G hds a 
stable set S with ISI = cy + 1. Since (Y > 2,~ 2 2 property (1.2a) implies tr:zm’; 
n 22a + 1 >cx + 1, so there exists u E V\S. By (1.2b) there is a partition of V\u 
into (Y o-cliques of G, which implies that two distinct vertices of the stable set S 
are in a common clique, a contradiction. Thus (S( scu for all stable sets S in G. 
Similarly \ 0 I S 0 for all cliques Q in G. 
@Iaim 2. For every clique Q in G there exists an at-stable set S in G such that 
QnS=@ 
Proof. For any v E Q there is a partition of V \ u into stable sets S,, Sz, . . . , S,. 
By Claim 1 IQ\uls(~b- 1. Since each vertex in Q is in at most one of 
S,, sz, l 9 .,S,, we have QnSi=$9 for some lgiso. 
In the case where the partitionable graph G is minimal imperfect, the following 
Claims 3-5 culminating in Proposition 6 are either due to Padberg [141 or follow 
‘easily from his results. In what follows Ok denotes the k-vector (0, . . . , O), IL 
denotes the k-vector (1, . . . , I), and the superscript t is the transpose operator. 
Claim 3. There are n cliques in G whose n x n incidence matrix is nonsin@ar 
at:d has all row and column sums equal to o. 
?r~of. Let Q=(v,, . . . , u,,) be any o-clique of G. Let cl be the incidence vector 
of I:! and for i= 1,. . . , a, let Mi be the cy x n clique-vertex incidence matrix of 
!Vm : ,\a &icb-, of V\ t)i into o-cliques. We then define C to be the matrix 
c’l 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
R/f, 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
M2 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
. 
. 
. 
. . . . . . . . < . . 
M, 
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Since each Mi is an a x n matrix and n = (YO + 1, C is an n x n matrix. Also note 
that the row and column sums of C are all o. Therefore 9 = (l/0)1, is a solution 
of the system yC = 1,. We will prove that C is nonsingular by showing that 9 is the 
unique solution. Suppose that for some y # y’ we have yC = 1,. Since y > 0, we 
lose no generality in assuming that y 3 0. For i = 1, . . . , n let ei denote the ith 
unit vector, and let Ci denote the ith row of C. By Claim 2 there corresponds to 
each ci an incidence vector Ui of an a-stable set such that ai l ci = 0. Hence for 
any i=l,...,n we have 
Cy =(l;Ci) ’ ai =[(y-ei)C]’ Qj =(y-ei)(CU:) 
= f yj(Cj ’ @)+(yi - l)(Ci ’ ai)* 
But (Y = (n - 1)/o, ci l Ui = 0 or 1 for i # j, and Ci l ai = 0. Therefore, since y 3 0 we 
have 
n 
c n-l yj a- 
j=l 0 l 
iti 
On the other hand, 
n = 1, l 1, = (yC) l 1, = y(Clk) = y l (01,) = o(y - ’ J 
Hence we have that 
n 
c Yj ;* =- 
j=l 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
From (2.1 and (2.2) we see that y = (l/0)1,. 
It is important o or -ate that the incidence vectors Qi in the proof of Claim 3 must 
in fact satisfy Ui l Cj - 1 for ali t fi j. We let Si denote the a-stable set with 
incidence vector Ui and denote by A the ii ?< n matrix whose ith row is ai, 
i=l n. ,**-, 
Claim 4. Let E and Z denote the n x n matrix of ones and the n x n identity 
matrix, respectively. Then CA’ = E - I, so C-’ = (l/o)E - A’, i.e., C-’ has as the 
entry in its jth row and ith column 
if Uj E Siq 
otherwise. 
Proof, This follows immediately from the fact that ai l Ci = 1 for i # j and from 
CE = oE, as implied by Claim 3. 
Claim 5. G has exactly n o-cliques. 
Proof, Let c be the incidence vector of any maximum clique in 0. Then y = < C ’ 
is the unique solution of the syatcm yC = C, From Claim 4 WC aee that 
I 0 if u, 0 c = 1, Y, = 1 if a, * c = 0, 
implying that )J’ I y,~l.Thusy~(y,,,,.,y,,)hasy,=1 forsamciandyp&or 
all j # i, so L’ - q, 
It follows from Claim S and the proof of Cluim 3 that the ar -atahlc set ,‘i’ of 
Claim 2 having S n Q = fl for some o-clique Q is unique, 
The results above are summarized in 
Since minimal imperfect graphs arc partitionable, Proposition 6 includes Pad- 
krg’s property (1.3) for minimal imperfect graphs. 
Further properties follow from those outlined above. These will he stated in 
terms of cliques; analogous properties obviously hold for stable sets. 
Cla\im 7. The partition of the vertices of G \ Oi into o-cliques is unique. 
Br~f A ,qartition of the n - 1 = ao vertices of G \ Ui into o-cliques represents a
*\jrd I’. ,:’ L’ Iti system yC = ( 1 ,, - ei ). Since C is nonsingular, y is unique. 
Claim it, For u E V, the (Y cx-stable sets that con&ail1 u correspond (in the s: me of 
Proposit[on 6,) to the cy o-cliques in the unique partition of the vertices of G \v 
into o-cliques. 
Proof. Let L’ E V and let {a,, Q2,. . . , Q,} be the unique partition of V\U into 
o-cliques. Recall that for I s i =G (Y, Si is the uniqu,;: a-stable set having Si n Qi = 
v. Since ISi nOil= 1 for all jf i, we halve ISi n(V\{u))l=a- 1. But iSil=cW, SO it 
must hc that u c Si. 
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Let I3 be the p x n incidence matrix of all maximal cliques of (3 ; p B w since G 
may have maximal cliques Q with lOl<o. Let R”, denote the non-negative 
orthant of R” and let B,, and ??& be the polytopes 
convex hull (x 
PC1 and the set of integer extreme points of PC1 is the same as the set 
of extreme points of DC1 : it is precisely the set of incidence vaetors of stable sets of 
0, Furthcrmorc, since C is a nonsingular submatrix of B and (3’ = l$Y! for 
x = (l/o) I,,, it follows that ( l/o) l,, is an extreme point of PO, Padberg proved 
Claim 9 [ t Sl, If C3 is minimal imperfect, hen the point (l/o) l,, is the unique 
fractional extreme point of I?& 
The following lemma, which can be easily proved, will be useful in the proof of 
Claim 9. 
Lenuna 9.1. Let 8,. . . . ,& he positiue with 6, + e l l + S, s ne. Then 
l/& + 9 l l + l/s,, *n/e. 
Proof crf CIaim 9. Note that every x E PO must satisfy Cx” s I’,, or squiva!ently, 
s’ = l~,-CYW~. From claim 4 C -’ = (( l/o)E - A’), and as already observed, 
C ‘1; = (l/0)1:,. Let 0 = l,, l s. Then 
x’=C ‘(1~‘s’)y 1 ,;-(+-A+‘=(1 -u); l:,+A’s’. (2.3) 
observe that 
l,, W=(l-c$+ua. 
~,,~XSQI ifandonlyif wsl. (2.4) 
Since s 3 0,, we have a 3 0, and from (2.3) and (2.4) we see that 1, * x 2 a -3 
and only if x is a convex combination of the extreme point (l/0)1 ,t of PO and the 
extreme points of P’j corresponding to a-stable sets in G. 
Suppose that x=~x~,..., x,,) is a fractional extreme point of PO. Then clearly 
l>x,>O for j=l,..., n, since G is minimal imperfect. Hence there exist n 
cliques of G whose u x n incidence matrix D is nonsingular and has Dx’ = li,. Let 
l,D=S=(S ,,..., S,) and for j=l,.. .,n let Si=(6\ ,..., S’,) have Si=O and 
6: = S, for all k # j. Since G is minimal imperfect, the linear form 8’ * y achieves a
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maximum over PG at an extreme point y = yi that is the incidence vector of a 
stable set in G. Since x # y j E PG and D is nonsingular, we have that n = 6 l x > 
6 l yj, and since 6 * yj is an integer, n - 13 6 l yj > 6’ l yj. Furthermore, because 
y = yj maximizes 8’ l y over y E Pq, we see that 
Thus *$jXj 2 1, and since 6 l x = n we obtain 6jXj = 1, or ~i = l/q, for i = 1, . . . , rt. 
Also note that ap + l l l + iS,, s no, since o(G) = o and each row of D is !he 
incidence vector of a clique in G. It now follows from Lemma 9.1 that 
Thus (2.4) implies that x = (l/0)1,. 
It is e2sy to derive from Claim 4 another esult of Padberg [151: the fractional 
extreme point (l/0)1, is adjacent o each of a,, . . . , a, in P’. While the proof of 
Claim 9 uses minimal imperfection (the result obviously fails if G is not minimal 
imperfect), the following related result is true for all partitionable graphs G. 
Claim 10. The subgraph of G induced by the symmetric difference of any two 
a-stable sets is connected. 
Proof. Suppose that Si and $3 i # j, are ;WO maximum stable jets; let Ui and aj be 
the associated incidence vectors. Let 
Si1USi2=Si\Sj with Si,fISiz=@ 
and let 
sjl u sj2 = Sj \ Si with Sjl n $2 = 9, 
vhcre Si 1 U Sjl is a component of the subgraph induced by (Si \ Si) U (Sj \ $)= ThUS 
Si 1 t J Sj2 and Si, U Sjl are stable sets, and consequently 
S==SilUSjZU(SinSj) and S=Si2USjIU(Sir\Sj) 
are Q -s”ab!e sets. Let ii and ii be the incidence vectors of S and $ respectively. 
:\(ow, i’I + 6 = ai + aj, so these four vectors are linearly dependent. Hence, by the 
linear i!jdependence of the n incidence vectors of at-stable sets, it mnclst be that 
either Oi ziz and Uj=ii or Uj=d and Ui - 8. Therefore the subgraph induced by 
(4 \ Sj) Cj <Sj \ Si) t connected. 
Chvstal [&\I has shown that if B is a polytope that is the convex hull of the 
incidence vectors of the stable sets in a graph G, then two extreme points of I3 are 
adjacent if and only if the symmetric difference of the corresponding stable sets 
induces a connected subgraph of G. Thus, Claim 10 together with Chv&tal‘s result 
implies that each pair of extreme points of & corresponding to r-stable sets is 
adjacent in BG. Claim 9 can then be used to prove that the extreme points 
correspcading to the n incidence vectors of a-stable sets in any minimal imperfect 
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Fig. 1. The partitionable graph G, . 
graph G and the unique fractional extreme point (l/0)1, are mutually adjacent 
extreme points of I?,, i.e., they form an n-simplex in the skeleton of PG. 
3. Examples 
In light of the stringent symmetries embodied in (1.3), one might hope to prove 
Conjecture 2 by demonstrating that any imperfect graph with property (1.3) has a 
spanning subgraph isomorphic to Cz;tl, where cw (G) = ar, o(G) = O. We will now 
describe two counter-examples, partitionable graphs that have no spanning sub- 
graphs of the form (;lGi 1. 
Consider the graph G, OC Fig. 1, having n(G,)= 10 and (Y(GJ =o(G,)= 3. 
Table 1 describes for each u E V( G,) partitions of VCG,) \ u into 3-cliques and 
Table 1. Partitions of G, \ u 
Vertex 
deleted Clique partition Stable set partition 
1 234. 678, 59A 
2 345, 89A, 167 
3 12A, 456, 789 
4 123, 678, 59A 
5 234, 89A, 167 
6 12A, 345, 789 
7 123, 456, 89A 
8 234, 167, 59A 
9 12A, 345, 678 
A 123, 456, 789 
369, 47A, 258 
369, 47A, 158 
4TA, 158, 269 
158, 269, 37A 
269, 37A, 148 
37A, 149. 258 
149, 36A, 258 
149, 36A, 257 
36A, 257, 148 
369, 257, 148 
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Fig. 2. The partitionable graph G,. 
Sstable sets. Thus G, is a partitionable graph and, therefore, satisfies (1.3). Yet 
G, has no spanning subgraph isomorphic to C fo, as is evident from the fact that 
th,ere is only one 3-clique Q’ in G 1, that has IQ n Q'l = 2, where Q = { 1,2, A}, a 
klique of G1. A 5-hole is induced by the subset (1,3,5,7,9} of V(G,). 
Consider the graph G2 of Fig. 2, which has n(G,)= 13, o(G*)= 3, and 
Q! (G2) = 4. Table 2 lists partitions for each 2) E V(G,) of V(G,)\ XI into 3-cliques 
’ T.~hlc 2. Part’tions of G, \ u 
-- _.- 
Ver +Y 
dele’ :L rli.lm 2 partition 
--. -_ 
1 2’A, 456, 789, BCD 
2 1CD. 345, 678,9AB 
3 1 tD, 456, 789, ABC 
J lS9. 23A. 678, BCD 
5 ICD. 2X2, 467.9AB 
6 12D. 34% 7X9, ABC 
7 1CD. 238, 456,9AB 
x 1% 23A, 467, BCD 
9 12D. 345, 678, ABC 
A 159, 238, 467, BCD 
B lCD, 23A. 456,789 
c 12D, 345, 678,9AB 
D 159, 238, 467. ABC 
--_- 
Stable set partition 
257B, 369C. 48AD 
148B, 369C. 57AD 
i48B, 269C, 57AD 
137B, 269C,%AD 
137B. 269C3,48AD 
137B. 249C. 58AD 
136B. 249C,58AD 
136B. 249C,57AD 
136B. 257C, 48AD 
148B, 257C, 3691) 
148A, 257C,369D 
148A, 2578,369D 
148A. 257B. 369C 
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and into 4-stable sets. The 3-clique Q = (1, $9) in G2 has ] Q n Q’l # 2 for all 
3-cliques 0’ in G1, so the partitionable graph G2 has no spanning subgraph 
isomorphic to Cf3. Gz contains a 5-hole induced by { 1,2,5,6,8) and a 7-hole 
induced ‘oy (2,3,4,7,9, B, D). 
Note that the pair (3,8) is in neither a maximum clique nor a maximum stable 
set in G,. The pairs (6, A} and (8, c) have the same open status in G,. Since (1.2) 
depends only on the cliques and anticliques of maximum size, any such open pair 
can be added as an edge without disturbing property (1.2). Among the partitiona- 
ble graphs of the form Ck, only odd holes and odd antiholes have no such open 
pairs. 
Much of our work here, including the examples G, and G1, was first announced 
in [lo]. The authors have recently learned of the related work in [6], where 
explicit procedures for constructing partitionable graphs are given. G, and G2 are 
among the partitionable graphs discussed in [6]. 
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